Current state of surgical treatment of cancer of the stomach and gastro-esophageal junction in the Czech Republic.
Analysis of the epidemiology and treatment of cancer of the stomach (CS) and gastro-esophageal junction (GEJ) in the Czech Republic (CR). Analysis from the National Cancer Registry (NCR) of the CR examined data up to the year 2013. In CS and GEJ, the incidence is 14.3, mortality is 10.5 and prevalence is 51.1 per 100,000 population. The Karlovy Vary, Olomouc and Moravian-Silesian regions had the highest incidences. The median age at diagnosis is 69 years for men and 72 years for women. Location in the stomach prevails in 85% of the patients, cancer of the gastric cardia occurring in 15%. In men, this ratio is 81 to 19%, in women 90 to 10%. The disease is usually diagnosed late; in 2013, 36% of CS and 32% of GEJ tumors were stage I and II. 53% of CS and 56% of tumors of the GEJ were diagnosed as stage III and IV, and in 11% and 12%, the stage was not determined. In the years 2009-2013 (1,580 patients with CS and GEJ), only 22% were treated surgically, surgery and oncological treatment was given to 21.3%, only non-surgical treatment was received by 15.7% and 41% of patients received no oncological treatment. Overall five-year survival in patients treated between 2010 and 2013 was 32%. At stage I it was 69%, at stage II 41%, at stage III 23% and at stage IV it was 6%. Five-year survival rates according to disease stage and type of treatment given and median of survival were analysed on 8,348 patients with CS and GEJ between 2004 and 2013. Surgery only was performed in 4,116 patients, surgery and radiotherapy was administered to 113 patients, surgery and chemotherapy to 1,855 patients, and 1,125 patients received chemotherapy alone. In 98% of the treated patients, chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy was administered adjuvantly after the surgery. Primary operations were performed at a total of 175 surgical centers, only 22 of them performing more than 10 operations annually. The median of survival differed depending on the number of operations performed: at enters performing more than 20 operations, the median was 24.8 months (m); at enters performing 10-19 operations, the median was 18.2 m; at centers performing 6-9 operations the median was 18.1 m; and at centers performing less than 6 operations, the median was 13.1 m. Early diagnosis is key for five-year survival. Treatment is based on surgery; greatest improvement is seen when surgery is combined with chemoradiotherapy, which is usually administered adjuvantly in the CR. At stage I in CS +9.5%, GEJ cancer +26.5%, at stage II in CS +14.7%, GEJ cancer +16.4% and at stage III in CS +13.3%, GEJ cancer +2.6%. Palliative chemo and/or radiotherapy does not prolong five-year survival and must be selected on an individual basis with regard to the expected benefit for the patient. Facilities performing a greater number of surgical procedures have better long-term results. Key words: malignant esophageal tumors - epidemiology - treatment - results.